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A WARM WELCOME

A message from BAPCO president John Anthony
Welcome to the preview for BAPCO: The Online Event, which this year replaces our annual March
Conference & Exhibition, now taking place in October. While we are disappointed that we’ve had to
reschedule our Coventry event, we know that this fantastic virtual experience will provide massive benefit
to the sector, all from the comfort of visitors’ own homes.
The exhibition and conference profession has learnt much over the course of the past year, having had to
adapt to the drastically changed environment occasioned by COVID-19. As the voice of the public safety
communications sector, BAPCO cannot afford to stand still either.
With that in mind, BAPCO: The Online Event will bring together the key companies from across the industry
to do business at our innovative virtual exhibition. At the same time, conference attendees will hear
about the latest ideas and innovations from a range of presenters, including users, operators as well as
manufacturers themselves.

“Book early for
the conference
sessions that
interest you, not
only to listen
but to engage
with experts
from across the
industry”

I would recommend that you book early for the conference sessions that interest
you, not only to listen, but to engage with experts, as well as other colleagues
from across the industry. As ever, we’ve pushed incredibly hard to ensure that
we bring you the very best in critical communications technology, as well as
operational best practice.
This new virtual experience offers the ability for visitors to
engage in all-important networking, through the use of
the exhibition’s virtual booths. Those attending will
also be able to tailor their own personalised agenda
across the course of all three days.

As with all our events, BAPCO Online can only take place with the support
of those within the industry, and I am very pleased that we once again
have Motorola Solutions onboard as our Platinum Sponsor. I wish to express
my personal gratitude to them, and to all our other partners involved in
the show.
I know that the fantastic programme that we have developed for BAPCO:
The Online Event will help bring us together and drive the industry forward.
Myself and my fellow directors look forward to meeting-up with both old and
new friends at the virtual booths, and during the interactive sessions.
I hope that you all - exhibitors and visitors alike - have a
fantastic show, and a safe and prosperous 2021.

John Anthony, MBE
President, British APCO
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BAPCO: THE ONLINE EVENT FEATURES GUIDE

What to expect at the new virtual show for the UK
public safety communications sector
Conference sessions

The exhibition & product marketplace

Running across the course
of the event’s three
days, the BAPCO Online
conference will offer a
range of cutting-edge
presentations, delivered
by some of the most
respected thought leaders
in UK public safety communications. Topics will
include mission critical broadband, the UK’s current
Airwave TETRA network, ‘future’ technology, and
much more.
There will be a variety of different sessions
including keynote and plenary lectures, panel
discussions, roundtables and one-on-one interviews.
During the show, viewers can browse the online
conference programme using the BAPCO platform’s
advanced filters, bookmarking sessions that they
wish to attend. There is also a ‘live chat’ function,
enabling you to meet other attendees and submit
questions directly to conference speakers during the
livestream.

Browse the virtual
exhibition to visit a range
of leading global public
safety communications
companies. Visitors can
also use it to download
company-specific
resources, finding
out more about what
vendors have to offer.
Exhibitors can be
contacted through the use of the direct message
function. Face-to-face meetings are also available,
with the BAPCO Online platform also offering video
conferencing functionality.
Alongside the exhibition, the ‘product
marketplace’ allows visitors to quickly and easily
compare resources, in order to find the most
suitable products and services for them. Use the
platform’s advanced filters to search by product
category, exhibitor, as well as whether a product is
on special offer.

Turn to preview page 6 for the full conference
programme.

Networking opportunities
Take the conference
sessions further by
meeting new contacts
through the live
discussions. Discuss the
important topics covered
in the sessions, in order to
gain – and provide – fresh
perspectives.
Another way for visitors
to take advantage of
the BAPCO Online platform meanwhile is through
its ‘people you should meet’ function, which
provides a bespoke list of suggested contacts as
recommended by cutting-edge AI. This can be
used to send connection requests to speakers and
suppliers of interest, in order to make valuable and
lasting contacts.
Visitors can also contact suppliers via direct
message, while booking meetings for video chats,
again via the online platform.
www.bapco-show.co.uk | Twitter: @BAPCOEvent
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SPEAKER HIGHLIGHTS

Emergency Services Network update

Changes to the UK telecoms network

COVID-19’s effect on emergency services in the
UK and USA: will 999/9-1-1 ever be the same?

John Black, ESN Programme Director, ESMCP

Huw Saunders, Director of Network
Infrastructure and Resilience, Ofcom

Brandon Abley, Director of Technology,
NENA: The 9-1-1 Association

Huw has been in the telecommunications
industry for over 35 years. In that time, he has
worked for equipment vendors, telco/service
providers, as well as in consulting roles.

Brandon works with a number of experts
in the development of NENA technical
standards.

John has over 30 years of experience in
IT, and has led major projects in both the
applications and infrastructure domains.
Most of his career has been spent with IBM,
where he trained as an IT architect. He
joined the Home Office in July of last year as
Chief Technology Officer for ESMCP. He was
appointed Programme Director in August.
ESN: a big picture update
2nd March, 12:10-12:30 GMT
ESN vs FirstNet: Compare and contrast
progress, key features and learnings
4th March, 17:20-17:50 GMT

He is currently Director of Network
Infrastructure at Ofcom, a role in which he
focusses on network security and infrastructure
development. He has widespread experience
in all aspects of telecoms services, with
an emphasis on policy, strategy, business
development, and service deployment.

He advises, educates and advocates on
technical issues for the emergency calling
community.
He represents the United States, public
safety and 911 in a variety of standards
development and advocacy bodies, including
ATIS, ETSI, IETF and EENA.

2nd March, 14:50-15:10 GMT

2nd March, 17:50-18:20 GMT

Deployment of ESN

Public safety network and private use: case
study following Brussels terrorist attacks

Mapping for emergencies: using mapping
and data to respond to COVID-19

Becca Jones, ESN Director of
Deployment and User Insight, ESMCP

Frederic Jans-Cooremans, Project and
Radio Spectrum Manager, STIB

Dominic Cuthbert, National Security
and Resilience Sector Manager,
Ordnance Survey

As Director of Deployment and User Insight,
Becca is responsible for engaging with the
broad ESN user community, in planning and
supporting their transition from Airwave
to ESN. She started her career in the NHS as
a clinical biochemist, following which she
spent 14 years at the Forensic Science Service
in operational and programme management
roles. She joined the ESN programme in 2013.

STIB is the Brussels Intermunicipal Transport
Company. Bringing years of radio experience
to the organisation, Frederic wrote the tender
for a driverless metro system, based on radio
interchange.
For STIB, he is currently involved in rollingout the biggest private TETRA network
in Belgium.

Based in Scotland, he works closely with the
Scottish government, and has recently been
appointed as GB lead for National Security
and Resilience for OS.

3rd March, 12:10-12:30 GMT

4th March, 14:50-15:10 GMT

4th March, 16:20-16:40 GMT
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Dominic has been with Ordnance Survey for
over 18 years, and has a wealth of experience
across a range of government sectors.
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SPEAKER INTERVIEWS
Fergus Mayne, UK Country Manager and Head of Sales, Motorola Solutions
Motorola Solutions has sponsored three conference sessions.
What are the biggest current issues for the sector?
Undeniably, the impact of COVID-19 can be seen across
all sectors and public safety is no exception. From the
onset of lockdown last year, one of the most critical
demands of technology was - and continues to be helping those on the frontline to work more safely, as
they continue to protect and keep the public safe with
new challenges arising from the pandemic.
These challenges have ranged from overnight
adaption to remote working, social distancing measures,
changing guidelines, and increased demand and
pressure on the frontline, to name a few. The pandemic
has, however, also offered opportunities for new ways
of working to be adopted, a greater focus and interest
in scalable, flexible cloud as well as video technologies.
What will be the most transformative public safety
technology over the next five years and why?
I would say artificial intelligence, specifically within
public safety workflows. AI has the potential to improve
resource efficiency by accelerating workflows, increasing

the speed of decision making, and improving the safety
of frontline responders and the community.
For example, studies have shown that multi-tasking
by a human, such as when monitoring multiple video
feeds, can result in a 40 per cent drop in productivity.
AI can actively monitor cameras for unusual situations,
such as the appearance of smoke, or individuals
matching the description of missing or abducted
persons. This allows video analysts to verify potential
items of interest instead of scanning endless video
feeds.
Another benefit we are seeing with AI is in
accelerating post-incident workflows in policing. Our
studies indicate that 30 per cent of an officer’s time is
spent on administrative tasks, with 400,000 incident
reports created annually in a large city. Here, AI can
transcribe a spoken narrative recorded by the officer,
rather than the officer typing up a report in their
vehicle or back at the station. It can also automatically
populate it in the incident record, where the original
audio file is kept as evidence.

Darryl Keen, Hertfordshire County Council Director of Community
Protection and Chief Fire Officer
What is the most important message you would like
people to take away from your presentation?
That there is currently a significant focus on end-to-end
integration of emergency response. That is, from the
point at which the caller reports an emergency, through
to the point at which responders arrive on scene.
What are the biggest current opportunities for the
public safety communications sector when it comes
to technology?
The biggest opportunity is the Emergency Services
Network. It will provide a once in a lifetime chance
to transform communications for the emergency
services, and to deal with the ever-present criticism of
‘communications,’ which is raised in too many reviews

of major incidents.
What will be the most transformative technology
over the next five years, and why?
MAIT [Multi-Agency Incident Transfer] will connect all
emergency control rooms. This will make information
sharing more efficient, and ensure that emergency
response can be as effective as possible.
What changes would you like to see in the world of
public safety communications and technology?
Emergency services are very much focussed on their
response capabilities. I would like to see every service
applying a similar level of focus to their control room
and communications capabilities.

MAIT case studies:
before and after

3rd March,
13:40 to 14:10

Steve McLinden, Transformation 2020 Programme Lead, Mid and
West Wales FRS
What is the most important message you would like
people to take away from your presentation?
That the integration of digital technology within legacy
processes in the first responder operational environment is
now achievable and should be embraced. This should be
through the adoption of a collaborative, non-proprietary,
approach, to fully exploit IoT.
First responder digital capabilities are now where smart
phones were ten years ago. People are becoming aware of
them, but are not sure what the impact will be. In ten years,
they’ll wonder how they ever survived without them.
What are the current biggest challenges and
opportunities for the public safety communications
sector?
Finding the balance between maintaining existing services
and embracing innovation through working differently. Also,

www.bapco-show.co.uk | Twitter: @BAPCOEvent

taking the risks required to implement change linked to
innovation.
What will be the most transformative technology over
the next five years and why?
From a Fire and Rescue Service perspective it will be
the adoption of digital technology in the operational
environment. That also means providing access - via IoT -, to
enhance situational awareness through technologies such as
live video streaming, drones and tracking within buildings.
What changes would you like to see in the world of
public safety communications and technology?
A positive move towards making new digital solutions more
open source. This will ensure organisations don’t get ‘locked
in’ or ‘locked out’ in an area of innovation likely to develop
massively over the next three to five years.

Creating an instantly
deployable ‘digital ecosystem’ to enhance first
responder situational
awareness and safety

3rd March,
15:20 to 15:40
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME - 2-4 MARCH 2021
Tuesday 2 March
12:00-12:05 Opening video
12:05-12:10 Welcome to BAPCO Online Event:
introduction to platform and sessions
John Anthony, President, British APCO, Andy Rooke, Vice-President, British
APCO, Chris Lucas, Vice-President, British APCO
12:10-12:30 Keynote Address: ESN: A big picture update
John Black, ESN Programme Director, Emergency Services Mobile
Communications Programme
12:40-13:00 Overview of FirstNet: reinvestment and expansion
Ed Parkinson, Chief Executive Officer, FirstNet Authority, Jeffrey
Bratcher, Chief Network and Authority Officer, FirstNet Authority
13:10-13:30 Unchaining the control room through the cloud to
provide operational resilience and flexibility
Session sponsored by Motorola Solutions
Mark Swift, Solution Manager, CommandCentral CRS, Motorola Solutions
13:40-14:10 Panel Discussion: Moving call taking/control room
functions to home based working
Chair: John Anthony, President, British APCO, Peter Arnold, Head
of Operations, Yorkshire and Humber Scientific Support Services, West
Yorkshire Police, Paul Clements, Chief Superintendent, Greater Manchester
Police, Paula van Beurden, Compliance Manager, HSBC

ALL TIMES GMT

Wednesday 3 March
12:05-12:10 Introduction to day
Chris Lucas, Vice-President, British APCO
12:10-12:30 Keynote Address: Deployment of ESN
Becca Jones, ESN Director of Deployment and User Insight, Emergency
Services Mobile Communications Programme, Colin Searle, Chief
Supeintendent, Dorset Police, Mark Jones, Community Fire Prevention
Officer, Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service
12:40-13:00 Artificial intelligence and robotic automation in the
emergency services: the art of the possible
Paul Perry, Robotics and AI Consultant, NICE
13:10-13:30 Keeping the frontline safe through mobility
Session sponsored by Motorola Solutions
Ian Williams, Software Consultant for Europe, Motorola Solutions
13:40-14:10 Panel Discussion: MAIT case studies: before and after
Chair: Chris Lucas, Vice-President, British APCO, Darryl Keen, Chief Fire
Officer, Hertfordshire Fire and Rescue & Chair, 999 Liaison Committee,
David Jackson, Chief Superintendent & Head of Contact, Command and
Control, Metropolitan Police, Tony Bracey, Head of Programmes, Welsh
Government
14:00-15:00 Roundtable: The end of the control room: how
technologies are redefining the future mission-critical workflow
Session sponsored by Motorola Solutions

14:20-14:40 Building secure and safer communities
Session sponsored by Motorola Solutions
Kelly Harrison, Solution Manager, CommandCentral CRS, Motorola
Solutions

14:20-14:40 Reliable comms at the extended fireground
Session sponsored by Tait Communications
Richard Russell, Incident Ground Solution Architect, Tait Communications

14:50-15:10 Changes to the UK telecoms network
Huw Saunders, Director of Networks Infrastructure and Resilience, Ofcom

14:50-15:10 Virve 2.0: on the path to broadband, the Finnish way
Ari Toivonen, Development Manager, Suomen Erillisverkot

15:20-15:40 Uses of UAVs in public safety services
Ian Jenner, Head of Business Development, Evolve Dynamics
15:50-16:10 Digital transformation: the role of control room voice
Session sponsored by Red Box
Paul Long, Solutions Consultant, Red Box, John Taggart, Key Account
Manager, Red Box
16:20-16:40 Cybersecurity: how can public safety organisations
protect their networks
Representative from National Cyber Security Centre
16:50-17:10 MCA: use of new technologies
Matthew Leat, Head of Infrastructure, Maritime and Coastguard Agency

15:20-15:40 Creating an instantly deployable ‘digital ecosystem’ to
enhance first responder situational awareness and safety
Steven McLinden, Transformation 2020 Programme Lead, Mid and West
Wales Fire and Rescue Service
15:40-16:20 Networking Break
16:20-16:40 AI: what are the dangers of falling behind the public in
terms of use of the technology?
Jerome Paris, Managing Director, EENA (The European Emergency
Number Association)
16:50-17:10 The UK analogue to digital switchover
John Livermore, Industry Engagement Manager, Openreach

17:20-17:50 Networking Break
17:10-17:50 Networking Break
17:50-18:20 COVID-19’s effect on emergency services in the UK and
USA: will 999/9-1-1 ever be the same?
Brandon Abley, Director of Technology, NENA: The 9-1-1 Association &
April Heinze, 9-1-1 and PSAP Operations Director, NENA & Luke Nebbett,
Operating Unit Manager, South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS
Foundation Trust

17:50-18:20 Panel Discussion: Mental health in public safety
communications: effective coping skills for control room teams and
first responders
Chair: Andy Rooke, Vice-President, British APCO, April Heinze, 9-1-1 and
PSAP Operations Director, NENA: The 9-1-1 Association, Heleena Chauhan,
Resilience Officer, LLR Resilience Partnership

18:20-18:40 Interview with John Black
ESN Programme Director, Emergency Services Mobile Communications
Programme

18:20-18:40 Interview with Chief Supt David Jackson
Head of Contact, Command and Control, Metropolitan Police

18:40-19:20 New Technology Showcase

18:40-19:20 Virtual drinks
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME - 2-4 MARCH 2021

ALL TIMES GMT

Thursday 4 March

Motorola Solutions

12:05-12:10 Introduction to day
Chris Lucas, Vice-President, British APCO
12:10-12:30 Keynote Address: Putting digital and data before
technology. How we need to move from technology delivery to
business change and support
Wayne Parkes, Director, National Enabling Programmes, National Police
Technology Council, Ian Bell, CEO, Police ICT Company

Platinum Sponsor
Motorola Solutions has created the first and only mission-critical ecosystem built for public
safety. It enables organisations to share knowledge across their entire operation, as well as
facilitating powerful collaboration, streamlined workflows and improved performance.
The mission critical ecosystem unifies voice, data, video and analytics into one secure,
connected, network. It is transforming the way public safety agencies and first responders
protect themselves and their communities in the moments that matter.
Motorola Solutions conference sessions:

12:40-13:00 Broadway to BroadNet: enabling operational mobility
David Lund, Coordinator of BroadWay & President, Public Safety
Communications Europe
13:00-13:40 Networking Break
13:40-14:10 Panel Discussion: National Enabling Programmes: how
can they be adopted across the public safety sector?
Chair: Chris Lucas, Vice-President, British APCO, Wayne Parkes, Director,
National Enabling Programmes, National Police Technology Council,
Bethan Page-Jones, Head of the National Police Capabilities Unit, UK
Home Office
14:10-14:50 Networking Break
14:50-15:10 Public safety network and private use: case study
following terrorist attack in Brussels
Frederic Jans Cooremans, Project and Radio Spectrum Manager, STIB –
Public Transport Operator in Brussels
15:20-15:40 Uses of UAVs in public safety services
Ian Jenner, Head of Business Development, Evolve Dynamics
15:40-16:20 Networking Break
16:20-16:40 Mapping for emergencies: using mapping and data to
respond to COVID-19
Dom Cuthbert, National Security and Resilience Sector Manager, Ordnance
Survey, Rick Crowhurst, Senior Public Sector Manager, Landmark
Information
16:40-17:20 Networking Break

Unchaining the control room through the cloud to provide operational resilience and
flexibility
2nd March, 13:10-13:30
Building secure and safer communities
2nd March, 14:20-14:40
Keeping the frontline safe through mobility
3rd March, 13:10-13:30

Red Box
Silver Sponsor
Red Box is already supporting the transition to the Emergency Services Network. At this
important juncture, it’s imperative that organisations have the necessary tools to enable the
transformation journey into DCS, ESN and beyond. Red Box is trusted by over 70 per cent
of UK police forces, and possesses a 32-year history of working with other critical public
safety services. Its secure and reliable voice capture technology underpins this, turning
organisations’ rich data into powerful insights that meet compliance requirements, improve
operational efficiencies and promote smarter working with real-time decision making.
With Red Box’s open API architecture, organisations can also extend the value of voice, with
access to a wide range of AI applications and tools. They can also benefit from integration
with critical communications platforms, including computer-aided dispatch, CRM, DEMS and
communication control systems.
Red Box conference session:
Digital transformation: the role of control room voice
2nd March,15:50-16:10

Tait Communications
Silver Sponsor
Tait Communications is a BAPCO: The Online Event Silver Sponsor. Although not able to meet
the public safety community face-to-face this time around, it will take every opportunity to
connect and catch up virtually with visitors to the show.
Tait Communications conference session:

17:20-17:50 Panel Discussion: ESN vs FirstNet: Compare and contrast
key features and learnings
Chair: John Anthony, President, British APCO, John Black, ESN Programme
Director, Emergency Services Mobile Communications Programme, Ed
Parkinson, Chief Executive Officer, FirstNet Authority, Jeffrey Bratcher,
Chief Network and Authority Officer, FirstNet Authority, Jeffrey Lane, Fire
Chief, USA
17:50-18:10 Interview with Joanna Davinson
Chief Digital Data and Technology Officer, UK Home Office
18:10-18:30 BAPCO Online Event: Highlights, key learning points and
virtual drinks
John Anthony, President, British APCO, Andy Rooke, Vice-President, British
APCO, Chris Lucas, Vice-President, British APCO
www.bapco-show.co.uk | Twitter: @BAPCOEvent

Tait fire and rescue expert Richard Russell will share the company’s concept of in-vehicle
critical communications as a component of the Tait Unified Fire Solution.
3rd March, 14:20-14:40

FourNet
Roundtable Sponsor
As a BAPCO Gold Member and Online Event Roundtable Sponsor, FourNet will be hosting a
roundtable discussion, sharing its experience of delivering critical services to UK fire, police and
ambulance. The discussion will focus on bringing the back office and control room together.
FourNet combines the resilience and reliability of Avaya’s control room and communications,
with the world-class collaboration capabilities of Microsoft Teams. FourNet has set the standard
and created the blueprint for how public safety services can collaborate and work together.
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Red CMYK converted to as close as possible to the pantone chip 96%M 80%Y
Black is 90% tint
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THANK YOU TO ALL OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

Counter Terror Business
Counter Terror Business is a specialist digital publication distributed to heads of security, intelligence officers, procurement officials and department
heads in local and central government. Its target audience includes the intelligence services, emergency/rescue services, the Home Office, MoD and the
armed forces, environment agencies, CNI, border control, customs, aviation and port authorities, heads of private sector concerns, and organisations
involved in national security/defence, resilience and preparedness. Regular features include: counter terrorism strategies, the latest news from local/
central government, armed forces and emergency services, CBRN, terrorism, fraud, identity theft, cyber terrorism, emergency planning, crisis & disaster
management, and specialist training. CTB is a key media partner to the BAPCO Online Event, and the Annual Conference & Exhibition.
www.counterterrorbusiness.com
@CTBNews
@CTB365

GeoConnexion
GeoConnexion International and GeoConnexion UK bring you the latest news and stories, plus reports from geotechnology industries in the UK, Europe,
the Middle East, Africa, North America and Asia. Coverage of topics such as 3D visualisation, remote sensing, LiDAR, cloud, mobile mapping, and
navigation. Emphases is on healthcare, public safety, retail, the environment, utilities, surveying, LBS, transport/logistics, telecommunications and more.
View the magazines: www.geoconnexion.com/publications
Subscribe to GeoConnexion magazines: www.geoconnexion.com/subscriptions
Sign up for free GeoConnexion Newsletter: www.geoconnexion.com/newsletter

Unmanned Systems Technology magazine
Unmanned Systems Technology magazine focuses entirely on the innovative engineering that’s successfully pushing boundaries on land, at sea, in flight
and even through the universe. UST is unique - the first ever publication to focus entirely on providing independent coverage of the engineering at the
heart of unmanned vehicles.
Published six times a year, UST probes today’s cutting-edge projects to provide in-depth research insights - rigorous investigation is backed by
professional peer review and critical analysis. If you would like to read a copy please visit www.ust-media.com or e-mail freya@ust-media.com

www.bapco-show.co.uk | Twitter: @BAPCOEvent
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2021
The Annual Event

12-13 OCTOBER 2021
RICOH ARENA, COVENTRY

SAVE THE DATE
THE LEADING
PUBLIC SAFETY
TECHNOLOGY
EVENT – BACK
IN PERSON!
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